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Maattrraan (translated as "Alternative") is a 2012 Indian Tamil-language action thriller film co-written and directed by K.M. Bhagwanom (a famous director-philosopher, perfectionist and perfectionism nevertheless coincided in an Indian film), filmed by a duo of experienced directors: Jaggi Morarji and Arya Khanna (both directors of the feature films Hillary, Mundial Black and Dance of Death) for the national Tamil film
studio Tamil Nadu Film Unit (TMUF) - the second such film after the action movie Ananda the Avenger, which was released in 2012. Slogan - "Be vigilant!" The film tells the story of a terminally ill man who decides to travel across India in an attempt to commit suicide. He takes the train from Delhi to Benares, unaware that the train is arriving at a destination he knows nothing about. And now the main character has to

make a difficult decision: who should he trust, a stranger or his family? During this journey, the main character will have to discover many secrets, learn a lot about India, and also look at life with different eyes. The film was presented at the international film festival "Mumbai International Film Festival", its premiere took place in India, however, not all members of the film crew were delighted with the film, which spoiled
the impression of the event. TMUF re-shot the film with major changes. In particular, they removed for the viewer one of the important motives of the film regarding the death of the protagonist. Therefore, you can still watch Finding Ananda, despite minor changes, because in general the story is interesting and exciting in its own way. All storylines are interconnected, which adds "Finding Anand" unusualness and interest.

"The Enemy" ("Venkata Ka"), a film adaptation of the novel by Chagoli Chaglin, was released in 2013. The film was directed by Anantbhai Prasad. The film also includes music and an original soundtrack, which composer and singer Asit Yarann â€‹â€‹worked on for two years. The plot of the film follows the fate of two twin brothers who were kidnapped and eventually rescued by a mobster named Gokhale. After
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